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PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION FOR 33KV ONAN  

1-PHASE LINE TO GROUND METERING VT’s 

 
TYPE: Transmag TMOMU-36, outdoor, oil immersed, 1-phase line to ground metering unit suitable 

for pole mounting and generally to our outline drawing ID 1872 and the following 

specification:- 

     Voltage Transformer   

 

 Ratio:    33000/110/110 Volts   

 Rated Burden:   50VA*/50VA* phase    

 Accuracy Class:  0.5/3P/0.5     

 

 Connection:   Star/Star 

 Voltage Factor:  1.9 / 30 Sec 

 Frequency:   50Hz     

 

 Rated Voltage:    36KV   

 Withstand Voltage:    70KV for 1 Min  

 Lighting Impulse:    170KVp 

 Standards:  BS.EN.61869-1-3  -  VT’s 

    BS.EN 60296:2012  -  Oil 

 

Fittings: HV brown glazed porcelain bushings with open profile sheds 

 -nominal creepage – 1162mm 

 LV Terminal Box  

 Protection units  

 Rating & Diagram Plate   

 Earthing Terminal 

 Prismatic Oil level gauge  

 Oil drain plug   

 Two lifting lugs    

 First filling of oil 

 

 *Other Burdens and Class can also be accommodated within this design  
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LOW OIL VOLUME POLE MOUNTED 

36KV METERING UNITS 
 

Construction Details: 

 

This design of metering unit has recently been introduced to replace our larger bulk 

oil unit, which has been in use for many years, and has given satisfactory service in all types of 

climatic conditions. 

 

These 1-phase units are suitable for highest system voltage of 36KV. The increased permeability of 

the high grade silicon steel used for the cores contributes towards the reduced dimensions and weight. 

The windings being tape insulated in cotton tape for use in oil have the LV windings on a glass wound 

tube forming the insulation between the LV coils and the core. The primary winding is wound over the 

LV winding on a paper wound HV tube. Our windings use grade 2 Polyester covered wire on both HV 

and LV windings. All housed in a close fitting steel tank. 

 

The close fitting steel tank and cover are of a welded and bolted construction. The unit is hermetically 

sealed which prevents the possibility of any oil oxidisation or ingress of moisture taking place. The 

gaskets used throughout are of cork-neoprene, which is highly resistant to deterioration. The whole 

unit is highly compact and requires a minimum amount of oil. 

 

The unit consists of one ONAN insulated voltage transformer with core and coils housed inside a steel 

tank painted to our outdoor specification sheet providing 10 year durability in all weather conditions. 

 

In order to ensure a high quality product giving customer satisfaction in service, the units undergo a 

strict processing cycle, to remove moisture and air, and then they are filled with filtered and de-

gasified oil to BS EN 60296:2012, ensuring the exclusion of air from the unit. 

 

Dielectric tests then reveal a low discharge (below 10 Pc’s) which means no deterioration of the 

insulation occurs due to internal ionisation and ensures a prolonged and trouble free service life for the 

unit.  
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Note:  All external fastenings, bolts and nuts will conform to the BS Standards specified, be of 

hexagonal type, stainless steel construction (min A2) 

The units comply with all the relevant clauses of BS.EN.61896-1-3, enabling the same units to be used 

for metering, instrumentation and protection systems. 

 

Paint finish conforms to out outdoor specification sheet 33KV ONAN BS 381 C 632, other colours are 

available if required. 

 
 

**See General Construction Notes 

 

GENERAL CONSTRUCTION NOTES 
 

Oil Filled Metering Units can be manufactured using either, as single phase line to line or as a line to 

ground connections. When used for NVD connection then the construction of the tank and bushing 

arrangement are modified to allow for direction connection to the distribution transformer. 

 

 


